structural inequalities rather than students' experiences of participating in the folk schools' activities, which seemed quite positive. In my own applied work in Philadelphia-area schools, as with Whisnant's study of folk schools, the effects on the structural and the personal levels do not match up: while individuals are excited and inspired by the interventions (teachers are rejuvenated and want to continue teaching, for instance), the interventions simultaneously mask and divert attention from larger structural inequalities (maybe teachers should quit in protest). In his study of antimodemism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, T. J. Jackson Lears (1981) describes a similar situation in which the romantic impulse of the antimodernists created alternatives to modernity at a time of crisis in social authority, while at the same time antimodernism helped people adjust to the secularism and corporateness of modem life because these alternatives were perceived as therapeutic mechanisms for individual self-realization.2 Like other social and cultural processes, effects have to be interpreted from a particular position and in a particular context. Interventions can be contradictory and complex (people will be affected differently, and immediate effects may be different from long-term, historical effects, for instance); they may not be readily apparent; and one may have to make decisions about which effects are most important within that social and political environment, according to a particular set of values and visions. For instance, folklorists who do applied work on medical issues pay attention primarily to the personal experience of patients rather than to structural issues; and, unlike much other public sector folklore work, their arguments are generally not based on preservation of tradition. Their advocacy work based on patients' personal experiences has strong justifications because they are dealing with human life and death, pain and suffering. But whether this experiential level is the most important effect in other situations is less clear.
The 19th-century folklorists' involvement in education reveals that the current dichotomy between applied and academic folklore does not make sense of 19th-century folklore collectors' efforts: under the impetus of romantic nationalism, they hoped their scholarly work would influence public opinion and generate love for the nation. Some spoke directly about education and influenced others; some became involved in reforming education themselves; and some wrote schoolroom materials (Dorson 1968; Falnes 1933; Karpeles 1967; Wilson 1975) . Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1802) himself preached on the reform of German elementary education, and at Weimar, he functioned as the duke's minister of education and was able to put into practice some of his ideas. He replaced the Latin curriculum with instruction in the mother tongue and relegated Latin to the upper school (Hayes 1927 ). In the early 20th century, Cecil Sharp, the English folksong and dance collector, persuaded the Board of Education to include "genuine" folksongs in its musical education curriculum and published collections of folksongs for schoolchildren. He became involved in teaching Morris dancing outside the public schools as an act of cultural preservation (Karpeles 1967 ). These activities were driven by the same romantic nationalist ideologies that motivated the collection of and admiration for folktales, ballads, and folksongs. Furthermore, most collectors of folklore had other identities and positions with which they interacted with the public and engaged in public discourse. Many of the Norwegian folklore collectors were pastors (Falnes 1933) . Some Scandinavian folklore collectors were teachers in elementary or secondary schools or tutors for upper-class families before or while they collected folklore; this was one of the ways they earned a living or put themselves through school.3 Others were ministers in the government (Falnes 1933; Str6mbdick 1971) . Folklorists' interest in influencing events around them was not unusual for intellectuals at the time: philosophers G. W. F. Hegel, T. H. Green, and Johann Gottlieb Fichte also wrote about the role of education in the nation and heavily influenced educational reformers in the United States and England (Gordon and White 1979).
The Romantic Roots of Folklore and "Child-Centered" Education
At the same time as the "folk" and the "primitive" were romanticized as the keepers of national values (Abrahams 1993 ), children were also viewed as innocent, natural, and crucial to the welfare of the nation. Children and the "folk" occupied the same position in relation to the contemporary urban elite: both were portrayed as closer to nature and more attuned to their emotions and instincts. Within an evolutionary framework, the folk embodied the childhood of the nation or race, in that their customs contained survivals from the nation's heroic past, from which the nation had declined into artificiality and spiritual decay in its old age. Theories about children's growth took into account evolutionary theories about the hierarchical progress of people: children embodied the primitive, and it was natural and developmentally sound for them to engage in activities labeled as "primitive" and "folk." Folklore collection and efforts to reform education in 19th-century Europe were inspired by the national romantic thinkers, primarily Rousseau, Herder, and Fichte. They felt that the current age was in decay as a result of the adoption of alien customs and that the way toward national rejuvenation was through admiration of the customs that best embodied the national character, those of the folk.
Studies of the history of folklore and the history of education generally do not overlap: neither discipline considers the other important, although they both recognize the influence of romantic nationalism on their histories. Yet it is clear that there was a flow of ideas between important figures in the history of education and those in the history of folklore studies. I will take as an example Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827), the Swiss educational reformer. At university, Pestalozzi came in contact with Johann Jacob Bodmer, who taught Swiss history and politics there; Bodmer gave generations of students over a half century of teaching "a passionate love for their country and an enthusiastic interest in their past" (Silber 1965:7) . Pestalozzi joined Bodmer's Helvetische Gessellschaft, a society of national history that aimed to raise the country's moral standards. Bodmer believed that historians should pay attention to the life and history of peasants and attempted to study folklore and antiquities through archival documents. He also saw poetry as an integral part of the nation's history: it was a sacred heritage of the nation that reflected its customs (Cocchiara 1981:154-159 ). Pestalozzi's fame comes from the schools that he started in Switzerland and France. He was especially interested in the education of poor children, and he wanted to combine the teaching of reading and writing with training for future employment. He said that his model of education, which he outlines in his influential book Wie Gertrud Thre Kinder lehrt (How Gertrude Teaches Her Children) (1802), was based on his observations of how peasant mothers taught their children at home, where children worked at the same time as they learned (Allen 1991) . He saw the mother-child relationship as teaching the child to love and trust, feelings that would eventually widen to the larger community, the nation, and finally God. The mother-child bond was, thus, the basis of the human community and all moral values; it was the source of social morality and identified emotional commitment rather than authority and obedience as the basis of citizenship in the nation.
Pestalozzi started a school in Neuhof (1773) to teach poor, neglected children to earn their living by their own work as cotton spinners or weavers while also teaching them the catechism and arithmetic, and he was actively connected with the Swiss cotton industry. In 1804, he opened a school for middle-class boys at Yverdon, and this school became famous in German and English educational circles. Pestalozzi's methods spread all over Europe and to America. In his schools, he wanted to awaken children's latent faculties: their steadfastness, will to work, and desire for an independent and honorable adult life. Pestalozzi taught middle-class and poor children differently: he believed that children should be taught skills for their station in life so that they could do their work intelligently and willingly. At Yverdon, the boys conducted nature observations and had woodworking, gymnastics, and games. As Silber (1965) points out, although Pestalozzi is regarded as an educator who raised the status of elementary education, he was also a social reformer and philosopher who wrote tracts on political and social issues as well as on education.
Pestalozzi felt that although nature was unalterable and eternal, people tended to deviate from the course of nature, and thus nature was in need of assistance, through art or education. Art, in its imitation of nature, would restore the original goodness of nature. Education involved guiding the child to the realization of his or her natural potential. Like other idealist thinkers, Pestalozzi believed that realizing oneself as an individual was the same as realizing the organic whole of which one was a member: the family, the community, and the nation (Gordon and White 1979). The good of the nation was dependent on the self-fulfillment of the individuals who constituted it. Pestalozzi imitated nature in his teaching by reducing instruction to the simplest units of speaking, arithmetic, and writing and in balancing all parts of the person: body, mind, and spirit.
Pestalozzi and idealist philosopher Fichte (1762-1814) had mutual admiration for one another. Fichte saw nationality as the divinely given task or role that the nation was meant to accomplish in the drama of human history (Simon 1960 ). For Fichte, everything had a moral purpose. In his "Reden an die deutsche Nation" ("Addresses to the German Nation"), delivered in 1807-08 after Prussia's defeat at Jena, he launched an appeal to the German people to build a new nation through a national education system for all social classes, based on German language and literature, whose aim would be the development of moral citizens who would work to promote the good of the whole community (Gordon and White 1979). Fichte's call influenced the Prussian minister Wilhelm von Humboldt, who initiated a reform of the German educational system in 1809, introducing Pestalozzian methods into Prussia's teacher-training colleges and elementary schools (Gordon and White 1979) . Partly as a result of his respect for Pestalozzi, Fichte argued that it was imperative that young people grow up in close contact with the land and remove themselves from commercial society in order to become moral beings (Shirley 1992 ).
These ideas were important for educationalists; for folkdorists, Fichte is more important for his inspiration of Freidrich L. Jahn (1778-1852), who coined the word Volkstum, by which he meant the folk spirit (Cocchiara 1981:210-215) . It was this folk spirit that determined the historical role the nation had to play. Jahn saw folk productions as expressions of the folk spirit and felt that these productions could be an instrument of education to unify the whole nation. He promoted nationalism and athletic associations, the free ownership of land, and public elementary education for children of all social classes. During meetings of the athletic society, he read to young people from the Nibelungenlied and said that anthologies for young people should contain German Lieder, Miirchen, and legends of German heroes.
Friedrich Frebel (1782-1852), the founder of the kindergarten movement, was also influenced by Pestalozzi. He taught at Pestalozzi's school in Yverdon for a few years. (Ross 1972; Strickland 1967) . Progressive educators in America began teaching history through the lens of cultural epochs: they felt children would delight in studying the past because their simplicity and character was like that of the "primitive." Charles McMurray, who was a student at the University ofJena in Germany in 1887-88, proposed that children begin by reading or hearing fables, fairy tales, and myths, which represented the childhood of humanity, and slowly work their way up through successive stages of human development. He felt that producing good citizens was a matter of reinvigorating the traditional U.S. character. John Dewey also believed that the growing child imitated the past activities of the race (Boris 1986 ). At his Laboratory School in Chicago, children at the age of seven studied primitive life, making brush fires, spindles, and carding by hand, and moved successively through the various stages of civilization, so that by age 12 they were making chests of drawers and studying technological changes in cloth manufacturing (Boris 1986) .
Coinciding with and influenced by the arts and crafts movement, which idealized the medieval craftsman who combined manual and intellectual labor, the "New Education" focused on the development of the "whole person," including manual skills (Boris 1986; Stansky 1985) . Unlike Pestalozzi's and the 19th-century workingclass schools in England, training in carpentry, gardening, masonry, and animal husbandry was not aimed at giving students skills necessary for future employment but, rather, to develop the body and the soul in a developmentally appropriate manner so that the child would grow into a productive and hard-working adult (Hurt 1971; McCann 1977; Purvis 1989; Ross 1972; Schupf 1972; Silver 1983 ). As Lears (1981) suggests, while these reform efforts came from the desire to give children "authentic" and emotionally rich experiences, ultimately they helped students better adjust to their later work in factories or offices.
Educational reforms that sought to bring education more in line with nature, learning in the peasant home, and the child's "natural" development ironically took place at the same time as movements to make education mandatory for all children. This especially influenced peasant and poor urban children who had previously learned to read and write from a variety of adults who had those skills, either in their homes or during apprenticeships (Frith 1977 by intellectuals who believed that peasants needed to be educated. They were part of a whole movement to extend formal schooling to peasants, at the same time as it was recognized that peasants required a different kind of schooling than the elite. Romantic nationalism sharpened the antagonism between the city and the countryside: the peasants were seen as descendants of the original inhabitants of the nation, and the urban elite was viewed as representative of foreign and alien cultures. This division was a threat to national unity. Although folk high schools were meant to be open to everyone (and thus unite the social classes), generally their students were the sons of peasants, especially peasants who owned large plots of land (as opposed to the smallholders and tenant farmers). The elite in Scandinavia usually were tutored at home and then attended what were known as Latin schools, where they received a classical education. Thus, while the folk high school was part of the apparatus for extending schooling to peasants, the division between the education of elites and peasants was maintained (Larson 1980 ). However, the emphasis on the use of folklore, history, and mythology within the folk high school gradually did extend to the Latin schools; in Norway, for instance, the educational reform of 1896 virtually abolished the classical curriculum (Rust 1989) . The goals of a folk high school education varied: some tended toward educating peasants to be political leaders and deputies to parliament ("civic education"); some focused more on giving farmers improved agricultural skills ("vocational education"); and others were interested in "awakening" young people to the spirit of the people ("historical-poetic education"). But in many schools, these goals were intertwined, and the teaching methods were often similar: the teaching of mythology and history, the focus on orality and narrative rather than books, the use of the mother tongue, the prominent use of song, and communal eating and living by teachers and students. In Nordens Mythologi (Norse Mythology or the Language of Myth) (1832), Grundtvig divides both the individual and humankind into three ages: that of childhood, youth, and old age or the ages of imagination, feeling, and intellect. Grundtvig felt that his era was in its old age, and the heroic spirit of the North needed to be awakened in order for rebirth to occur. Grundtvig felt that myths were the prophetic visions of a people: conceived in the youth stage of a people, myths predicted what the people would be like in their old age. People must look at their image in mythology as in a mirror, not in order to exalt paganism or return to the past but to spark a new life, conceived by the ancient spirit of the North, in a form that corresponded to present demands.
N. F. S. Grundtvig
Grundtvig saw the Spirit of the People (folkednd) as an invisible and powerful force that acted in the community and could only be expressed through the mother tongue. Grundtvig placed emphasis on the spoken word because he felt that this was the only way that the divine Spirit could be made manifest in the visible world. "The mouth is to the pen what life is to death," Grundtvig wrote (quoted in Fain 1980:66). Teaching would be oral: stimulating lectures would animate and awaken the students to the Spirit of the People. Happy songs would be the sign of life at a school. Grundtvig also felt that students should be between the ages of 18 and 25, for youth is the creative hour of the Spirit. The school would not prepare students for professions, and there would be no exams or diplomas.
Folk Schools and Folklorists in Denmark
Grundtvig's dream of a folk high school at Sor0 Academy never came to fruition. Instead, folk high schools were begun by people inspired by his ideas: these were small, private schools rather than the government-sponsored school Grundtvig imagined. In the 1830s and 1840s, some of the young theologians whom Grundtvig had taught became pastors, and Grundtvig's ideas began to spread in the countryside. Some of the schools were founded by peasants who demanded education; others were founded by pastors and intellectuals influenced by Grundtvig. The Danish "folk high school man" was generally urban, university-educated, and frequently a theologian by training (Borish 1991) . The schools were usually residential, with students staying at them for a term of three to five months when they could be spared from farm labor. Most folk high schools admitted only men, although a few gradually opened programs for women.
Scandinavian folklorists and those in the folk school movement shared several assumptions: that peasants were the most faithful to the national character, and the elite had adopted alien customs; that the national language was the most important characteristic of the nation; and that the divide between the elite and the peasantry threatened the unity of the nation. At moments of high nationalism, and in times of "national The director, young theologian Johan Wegener, gave an inaugural speech in which he said that peasants must regain their freedom and strength for Denmark to revive. Peasants were the foundation of the nation, but they needed to remain peasants. At school they would learn to reflect on the problems of the nation, and their civic education would inspire the Spirit of the People. The goals of Rodding were to awaken and to further intellectual life; to kindle love of the fatherland through the study of history, literature, and nature; to make students pursue farming intelligently; to develop students' emotional life and will rather than their memory and intelligence; and to develop their personal lives.
Wegener left the school after the first winter, and Flor became the new principal. The weekly schedule emphasized Danish as the most important subject (six hours per week), with gymnastics, drawing, and comprehension exercises (each four hours per week), Danish history, geography, and German (each three hours per week), and arithmetic, geometry, and singing (each two hours per week) also being taught. In the Danish classes, the teachers often read from a poetical work and commented on it, and the emphasis was on experiencing literature rather than analyzing it (Rordam 1980) . One of the teachers at the school wanted to emphasize agriculture, but Flor objected, saying that the most important thing was to awaken students to a spiritual life. Between 1844 and 1864, the school was attended by 522 people in all, the majority coming from landowning and independent farming families (Rordam 1980 During the 1840s, a smallholder named Peder Hansen traveled from village to village in Zealand, urging farmers to free themselves from the oppression of landowners. In 1852, he proposed at a well-attended meeting that they begin a folk school for adult sons of peasants and smallholders to educate them to be "leaders and protectors of our class in every area" (quoted in Skovmand 1983:326). Hindholm aimed at preparing students to be "peasant-deputies."6 It became a large school, in which history was the principal subject. Danish geography, statistics, and law were also taught, and, in the spirit of Grundtvig, there were no examinations (Rordam 1980 It is a kind of Socrates, who sits in his chair surrounded by a crowd of boys and girls from the farms. They have come a long way to be at the school, and the whole day he talks with all these people in such a way that he always awakens something in them. When he holds an hour or an hour and a half lecture every morning, the school's living room is filled with students and guests. It is usually World History that he is discussing a chapter from, but the main thing is its practical application for life, and he has a really good grip on this. What he wants to awaken is "a heart for the spirit," that we may open our hearts to the spiritual, so that it can come to use us as willing instruments to advance the task that belongs to our people and to all of humanity. [quoted in Borish 1991:190] Kold's school was simple and sparse. He limited the school session to five winter months, the best time to take students from farmwork, and the short term also allowed the sons and daughters of less prosperous farmers to attend (Borish 1991).
Kold's folk high school students, like Schroder, went on to found other schools-both folk high schools and agricultural schools (Begtrup and Lund 1980) . At first the agricultural schools taught Norse mythology and history, but gradually they concentrated on more technical subjects. While children of landholding families could afford to go to both folk high school and agricultural school, the children of smallholders could generally afford only one term of either a folk high school or an agricultural school ( Christopher Bruun (1839-1901), a young theologian, opened another folk high school in 1873 called Vonheim. The romantic writer Bjmrnson joined him for a while but found that the peasants did not follow his orders, rejected his attacks against the church, and feared his radicalism. Bruun, on the other hand, like Christen Kold in Denmark, wore peasant dress, lived a peasant life, and was a pietist. Their differences caused Bjomrnson to quit the enterprise. Bruun saw a relationship between the folk high school movement and growing peasant political power. In 1865, Soren Jaabsek organized assemblies among the peasantry, and, as a result of this agitation, the 1868 elections to the parliament gave a majority to the peasant representatives. Bruun said that in order for the peasants to become adequate deputies, they must be able to fulfill certain tasks; the folk high school would enable them to do so. He advocated for the use of landsmrl rather than the language of the urban elite: landsmil, as the language of the peasant, would help the democratic cause and sustain the battle for equality. He found Sagatun too Danish and wanted to unite those working in the linguistic movement with those working for peasant political power.7 Bruun felt that Norway could not create its own philosophy or intellectual traditions because it formed its youth in schools that taught Latin, German science, and Danish-language literature. He wanted to create a school that would be the headquarters of a general superior culture founded on original Norse elements: the teaching of poetry, history, and Norwegian folktales would occupy center stage.
Folk high schools were one strategy within a larger movement to extend schooling to the peasantry and to make schooling more appropriate for a national revival. In 1863, a government-sponsored text was developed by a parish priest which had five major sections-"The Home," "The Fatherland," "The World," "The Church," and a miscellaneous section-and included "a romantic display of the old Norwegian tales, folk songs, and poems" (Rust 1989 
Conclusion
In the beginning of this article, I speak about the importance of mapping effects of cultural interventions. What were the effects of the folk high schools? One narrative puts them at the center of the growth in peasant rights and movements; the other shows their connection to romantic nationalism, which led directly to doctrines of racist thought and Nazism (Lixfeld 1994 ). Fain argues that Grundtvig's romantic nationalist outlook provides a counter example to the Herder-to-Hitler argument "since the Danes turned out to be quite immune to Nazi ideology" (1980a:53).8 It is also clear that the folk high school movement was not simply a class struggle to maintain the marginality of the peasant through sentimentalization (cf. Abrahams 1993). Clearly, peasants were demanding education, albeit only those who owned larger plots of land and could engage in political life. Their folk high schools were slightly more civic-or vocationally oriented than the more Grundtvigian schools, and some peasant leaders (Lars Bjombak in Denmark and Soren Jaabaek in Norway) were more interested in teaching students in "the language of power" rather than in their own mother tongue; but generally the schools that peasant leaders founded did not seem very different from those founded by pastors, teachers, and intellectuals. In fact, many schoolteachers, pastors, and peasant-deputies in Scandinavia seem to have come from similar peasant backgrounds: these were the available routes peasants had to higher status. Some from peasant households--such as Ivar Aasen and E. T. Kristensen--after becoming schoolteachers or pastors came in contact with those who were collecting folklore or studying mythology and began to collect it themselves in order to prove that peasant language and culture should be respected.
These intellectual ancestors reveal how their ideas and practices had different effects than they hoped. Pestalozzi's school for middle-class children received fame, yet his dream was a school for poor children (Silber 1965) . Grundtvig felt ambivalent about the folk high schools that were set up because he envisioned a state-sponsored school, not the small, scattered schools founded and run by individuals. The ideologies of Pestalozzi and Grundtvig were often misunderstood or ignored. The teaching methods of Pestalozzi spread, especially the way he broke down teaching into simple units; but the philosophy behind it often did not accompany the spread of the pedagogy. Likewise, folk high school leaders learned about folk high schools not through Grundtvig's writings, which were often hard to understand, but through the forms inspired by them, the first folk high schools themselves, which were often the products of the interpretations of the schools' founders of Grundtvigian thought (Simon 1960 ). All of this is to say that following effects is difficult and complicated. Much as we might wish otherwise, the history of ideas and practices is not unitary--a straight, clear line of descent--but filled with breaks and ruptures, as Foucault (1972) points out. This raises cautions for both academic and applied folklorists: both cultural interventions and ideas may be picked up for different purposes than those intended by their creators or disseminators.
The history of the folk high school movement and the connections between education and folklore scholarship in the 19th century show how applied work and academic folklore have long been intertwined in the history of folklore studies. When one looks at scholars as participating in different arenas and communities simultaneously and across their life spans, one sees more clearly the ways that academic ideas are disseminated to a more general audience and how commonsensical, everyday ideological constructions influence scholarly ones. Furthermore, the history of the folk high school movement shows that when intellectuals wish to put their ideas into practical use, they often do so by turning to educational reform, for children are seen as more open to change and simultaneously as crucial to society's welfare. Like the antimodernists that Lears (1981) describes, peasant-deputies, pastors, and folkdorists channeled many of their activist and sometimes radical urges into schooling and education, a move that involved drawing back from fundamental social change because the central issue became how to prepare peasant children for their appropriate stations in a hierarchical world: not everyone could become a bureaucrat. Thus, the romantic impulse that turned folklorists and those influenced by folklore studies toward educational reform also blunted the impact of their ideas.
Educationalists continue to make sporadic efforts to include vernacular culture in the school curriculum, and folklorists attempt to assist them in their efforts because the cultural divide between the school and the home is seen as detrimental to student learning. To make schooling meaningfil to students' everyday lives and to promote ethnic harmony, contemporary folklorists in the United States supervise oral history projects and bring folk artists into the classroom. Postcolonial governments are attempting to decolonize their schools by drawing on "national" cultural traditions, as in Ghana. Educational reformers, both within the United States and elsewhere, continue to grapple with the issue of incorporating "tradition" into the curriculum, although they rarely do so under the auspices of romantic nationalism. This article argues that we should be less worried about the freezing and fixing of everyday forms through representations in the school than about the effects of those representations; at the same time, the study of folk high schools shows how difficult it is to make conclusions about effects and about the relationship between ideas and actual practices.
The folk high school movement raises deeper questions about applied work: In directing our attention toward reforming schools, are we simply making the transition to a new hegemony more bearable? How do we find a way to work through institutions and everyday situations (which are all that we have) without blunting radical ideas? When, if ever, is the experiential level (that teachers and students have a "good experience") as important as the structural level, and how do we show the relationships between the personal and the structural? That the linkage between folklore scholarship and education of the "primitive" and "peasant"-those labeled "folk"-remains a lacuna in the history of our discipline reveals that we need to consider seriously how the romantic positioning of folklore, which gives us an agenda for social change, is also the reason that our efforts do not result in generating the kind of world in which we wish to live. 6Another school for peasant-deputies (Viby) was founded by Lars Bjomrnbak, a country teacher, in 1857. He was as much against the Grundtvigians as he was against the conservatives. The school's goal was to prepare peasants to defend their political position. He taught students the King's Danish, good manners, and practical skills in agriculture. 7However, Jaabxk himself was against the use of Old Norse and landsmil in the schools. Jaabak was a friend of A. O. Vinje; they had been teachers together.
Notes
8For a similar argument about progressive education and Nazism, see Shirley 1992.
